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ABSTRACT

Introduction: The prevalence of urate crystals in residual tissue samples from coronary arteries, aortic valves and prostate glands was assessed.

Methods: Alcohol-fixed coronary arteries from 55 explanted hearts, alcohol-fixed aortic valves collected from 75 valve replacement surgeries and 40 frozen, unfixed prostate specimens resected during cancer surgery were examined for birefringent crystals with polarising microscopy.

Results: In the 55 explanted hearts, 6 (10.9%) contained a coronary artery with birefringent crystals. One of the 75 aortic valves (1.4%) contained negatively and positively birefringent crystals. Nineteen of the 40 (47.5%) prostates contained birefringent crystals.

Conclusions: We found that a remarkable percentage of coronary arteries and prostate specimens contained birefringent crystals. Crystal presence is an obvious prerequisite for possible crystal induced-inflammation in these tissues, just as similar crystals elicit a gouty inflammatory cascade in synovial joints. Further studies are necessary to determine whether urate crystals may play this role in these tissues and, if so, to establish whether urate-lowering therapy may be beneficial in prostatitis and coronary disease.

INTRODUCTION

By definition, hyperuricaemic interstitial fluids are supersaturated, and urate supersaturation leads to precipitation of urate crystals. In joints, the crystals often drive the inflammatory disease recognised as gouty arthritis. However, hyperuricaemia is not limited to plasma and the joints. All other interstitial fluids (excluding cerebrospinal fluid and sweat) will be supersaturated as well. Consequently, urate crystals will occur in non-articular tissues and may well drive crystal-induced inflammation.

In fact, anecdotal observations of visible and/or palpable tophaceous deposits have been reported from many different organs, but they have usually been considered to be ‘medical oddities’. Newer imaging modalities of ultrasound and dual-energy CT (DECT) have revealed far more extensive periarticular deposition than we previously suspected. Until now, however, we have limited microscopic evidence of extra-articular urate deposition, and we do not know whether the published anecdotes are unique. As an initial venture into the field of crystal prevalence, we obtained access to unselected tissue specimens from coronary arteries, cardiac valves and prostate glands. At each of these sites, crystal-driven inflammation could play an important role in the local pathophysiology.

Gout and hyperuricaemia have been associated with hypertension, coronary artery disease and all-cause mortality, but the mechanisms responsible for these associations remain unclear. Atherosclerotic disease is a ubiquitous process involving plaque formation throughout the arterial tree. The formation of these lesions is now seen as a process of lipid deposition within the intima of the vessel wall, oxidation of the lipoproteins, followed by endothelial activation—resulting in leucocyte adhesion and migration into the vessel wall. The presumed pathways are complex, involving T cells, macrophages, neutrophils and dendritic cells, accumulation of apoptotic cells and ultimately to plaque formation, rupture and thrombosis.

We suggest that urate crystals in the arterial intima of patients with gout could, in some...
cases, drive the inflammation that causes plaques to rupture and thereby factor in their cardiac risk. This role is well established in gouty joints where microcrystalline activation of the NALP3 inflammasome pathway induces multiple inflammatory mediators including interleukin-1β (IL-1β),36 and leads to gouty arthritis. In sum, monosodium urate (MSU) crystal deposits within coronary arteries could potentially trigger a corresponding inflammatory cascade that eventuates in thrombosis and infarction.

We are aware of only one previous report of apparent urate crystals in a coronary artery. In that report, Traut et al37 describe a man with tophaceous gout who died of a ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm with birefringent, spherulitic deposits in the intima of a coronary artery on autopsy. This report preceded the application of first-order red plates,22 so it is not known whether the crystalline deposits were negatively birefringent, as urate crystals are, or positively birefringent, as calcium pyrophosphate crystals are.

In contrast to the rarity of arterial crystals, multiple reports of cardiac valvular tophi have been published.22–28 Presumably, individual MSU crystals must also deposit on the valves, though their presence has not been described. Aortic stenosis is a common cause of valvular disease, with calcific stenosis prevalence increasing with age to approximately 2.8% in ages ≥75 years.29 Aortic valve degeneration is also associated with male gender, hypertension and metabolic syndrome,30 31 all risk factors associated with hyperuricaemia and gout. Additionally, higher serum uric acid levels have been described in patients with severe calcific aortic stenosis compared to mild or moderate aortic stenosis.32

Finally, chronic non-bacterial prostatitis or chronic pelvic pain syndrome (CPPS), a condition characterised by chronic pelvic pain of unidentifiable cause for greater than three of the preceding 6 months, is a common problem, affecting 2–10% of men.33 Effective treatment remains elusive, and the condition is frustrating to physicians as well as affected patients. Various aetiologies have been proposed, including occult infection, neurological dysfunction, psychological factors and immune dysregulation.34 The role of inflammation remains controversial, as the presence of leucocytes on prostate biopsy does not correlate with the severity of symptoms.35 However, molecular studies have shown increased cytokine levels in patients with CPPS, including IL-8, CXCL5 or epithelial neutrophil activating peptide 78 (ENA-78),36 tumour necrosis factor-α and, interestingly, IL-1β.37 In addition, a study of expressed prostatic secretions in 56 men with chronic prostatitis found that higher urate concentrations correlated with prostatic symptoms, though the specimens were not examined for crystals.38 The authors then performed a placebo-controlled trial of allopurinol at 300 or 600 mg a day in 54 men for 8 months. The allopurinol-treated patients demonstrated statistically significant lower urate levels in expressed prostatic secretions as well as improved subjective pain compared to the placebo group.39 To the best of our knowledge, MSU crystals have not been sought or identified in prostate tissue prior to our present study.

Given the evidence that tophaceous MSU deposition is widespread and that hyperuricaemia now approaches epidemic proportions, we suspected that subclinical, microscopic deposition must also be widespread. To address this suspicion, we carried out a pilot crystal prevalence study in three human conditions where appropriate tissue samples were available and chronic inflammation remains problematic: coronary disease, aortic stenosis and chronic prostatitis.

METHODS

Coronary artery evaluation

Coronary arteries (left anterior descending, right coronary, left main and circumflex) fixed in methacarn (60% absolute methanol (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, Missouri, USA), 30% chloroform (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO), 10% glacial acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, Missouri, USA)) obtained from 55 explanted hearts at the time of heart transplant conducted from 2000 to 2003 at the University of Washington Medical Center were examined with polarising microscopy (Olympus BX50, Tokyo, Japan) and photographed (Canon EOS 5D Mark II, Tokyo, Japan). Three to six consecutive sections of each artery were examined. To be considered positive, visualised crystals had to be present in two or more sections of the same specimen. Deconvolution microscopy (Zeiss 510 META, Oberkochen, Germany) was used to verify the intracellular nature of the crystals in one specimen. Clinical records of these individual patients were not available as the specimens had been de-identified as required by the University of Washington Institutional Review Board. Since the clinical indications for cardiac transplantation have not changed, we carried out a demographic review of 50 consecutive patients undergoing heart transplantation from January 2010 to March 2012 (table 1). Of these 50 patients, 19 (38%) had a history of gout and 24 (48%) were hyperuricaemic (serum uric acid >7 mg/dL).

Aortic valve evaluation

Seventy-five aortic valves obtained from aortic valve replacement conducted from 2011 to 2013 were fixed in methacarn, decalcified in RDO acid (Apex Engineering, Plainfield, Illinois, USA) and examined with polarising microscopy. Four consecutive sections were examined for each valve. To be considered positive, visualised crystals had to be present in two or more sections of the same specimen. Clinical information for these patients was available for review though serum urate was known for only four participants. Eight of the 75 (10.7%) patients had a history of gout, 6 (8%) were on allopurinol, 31 (41.3%) were on diuretics and 17 (22.7%) had renal insufficiency. Three patients (4.0%) had an serum
foci, grade II for 3–polymorphonuclear cells. Grade I was assigned for 1 consisting of mononuclear in scale of I foci in a blinded fashion. In Park JJ, sections were examined independently for infrom each prostate was examined. H&E stained serial were evaluated with polarising microscopy. One section from 2012 to 2013 were assessed. Non-malignant regions of the left anterior descending (LAD) were examined. One patient had intracellular, negatively birefringent, acicular crystals in the intima of the left anterior descending (figure 1). One patient had a microtophus in the intima of the left anterior descending (figure 2). One patient had negatively birefringent crystals and microtophi in the adventitia of the right coronary artery (figure 3). Three additional patients had highly birefringent accumulations of intimal, extracellular unidentifiable crystals.

Aortic valve evaluation

Of the 75 aortic valves assessed, one valve (1.3%) had positively and negatively birefringent crystals present scattered throughout.

Prostate evaluation

Nineteen of the 40 prostates (47.5%) contained abundant, acicular (needle-shaped) birefringent crystals. The majority were negatively birefringent, though positively birefringent crystals were also seen. All crystals were present within the lumens of the glands (figure 4).

By severity of inflammation, crystals were seen in 5 of the 12 grade I specimens, 6 of 13 grade II specimens, 4 of 6 grade III specimens and 4 of 7 grade IV specimens. Thirty-eight specimens contained mononuclear infiltrates, nine with polymorphonuclear cells and one with giant cells. Thus, the presence of crystals did not correlate with inflammatory foci grade.

CONCLUSIONS

When serum is hyperuricaemic, so too are all other extracellular body fluids other than cerebrospinal fluid and sweat. Urate crystals are known to precipitate in loci other than the joints when supersaturated with uric acid. Anecdotil tophi have been reported in many different organs, though prevalence data of individual crystals are lacking. Are such deposits exceptional, or are they the tip of a crystaline iceberg?

Little data exist on the prevalence of tissue MSU crystal deposition in patients who do not have gout. An autopsy study of 1733 unselected Australian patients found that 8% of kidneys contained urate deposits, many from individuals with no known history of gout. In classic autopsy studies of 279 participants gout, Talbott found normal kidneys in only four, and gross crystalline deposits in many. In others, crystal presence could be ascertained by the gritty feeling when the kidneys were cut with a knife. A study of cadaveric first metatarsophalangeal joints found that 17% of 70 consecutive autopsies of men and women contained MSU crystals. Only two of the 12 patients with MSU crystals had a history of podagra or gout. With the advent of newer imaging modalities such as ultrasound and DECT, our understanding of urate deposition continues to evolve, but we know of no other studies of microscopic prevalence.

Our study demonstrates crystal deposition within a significant percentage of coronary arteries with one artery containing characteristic acicular, intracellular negatively birefringent crystals. In that specimen, one focus of mononuclear cells contained many with crystalline inclusions, but no polymorphonuclear leucocytes were seen. We are concerned that crystal-driven inflammation may

| Table 1 Clinical characteristics of patients with heart transplant from 2010 to 2012 |
|----------------------------------|---------|
| Gender                          | N       | Per cent |
| Males                           | 40      | 80       |
| Females                         | 10      | 20       |
| Age (years)                     |         |          |
| 19–29                           | 4       | 8        |
| 30–39                           | 2       | 4        |
| 40–49                           | 10      | 20       |
| 50–59                           | 20      | 40       |
| 60–69                           | 14      | 28       |
| >70                             | 0       | 0        |
| Gout                            | 19      | 38       |
| Hyperuricaemia (serum uric acid >7 mg/dL) | 24      | 48       |
| Urate lowering therapy          | 16      | 32       |
| Diuretic use                    | 34      | 68       |
| Chronic kidney disease          | 30      | 60       |
| Indication for transplant       |         |          |
| Ischaemic cardiomyopathy        | 19      | 38       |
| Dilated cardiomyopathy          | 18      | 36       |
| Other                           | 13      | 26       |

Coronary arteries for this study were collected from heart transplants occurring from 2000 to 2003.
cause plaque rupture and coronary thrombosis in some patients with gout, but confirmation of that hypothesis requires intracellular crystals at the site of a fatal lesion. To make that observation, the pathologist must fix the tissue in alcohol (since formalin may extract tissue urate deposits) and then must examine the sections under polarised light.43 Neither alcohol fixation nor polarised microscopy is a standard procedure, but we hope that pathologists will use them as they evaluate the all too frequent lethal myocardial infarctions in gouty individuals.

Confirmation of crystal composition can be difficult in tissue sections. In contrast to the thin film seen by rheumatologists in synovial aspirates, most tissue slices are ∼7 microns in thickness and this is about the length of the prototypic urate crystal. Most crystals will then angle away from the tissue plane and appear to be short with varying thickness. In addition, the cytoplasmic constituents above and below a crystal of interest will lead to light scattering with indistinct crystal borders. We suspect that these issues are the principal reasons why most of the reports of crystal deposits in non-articular locations are not illustrated by a photograph.

We further suspect that there is an as yet undefined alteration in the composition of urate deposits in some tissues. In some of the microtophi we have observed, the crystals occur not only in the classic needle and/or spherulite form but also as plates which sometimes stack on each other. Plate-like crystals have been described in tophi in addition to classic needle-shaped crystals in a case report.44 Additionally, Spitz et al45 in 1949 observed two morphological types of crystals in bony, cartilage and renal tophi in a man with diffuse tophaceous gout. Crystals with ‘fine needles’ in a ‘radial arrangement’ with surrounding giant cells, lymphocytes and fibroblasts were described. These typical crystals dissolved with formalin fixation, paraffin embedding and H&E staining but did not dissolve with alcohol fixation and De Galantha staining. A second type of crystal remained after formalin fixation, paraffin embedding, H&E staining and decalcification with weak acids (sodium citrate and formic acid). These were described as rhomboid, ‘doubly refractive,’ with ‘longitudinal striations’ and oriented in ‘irregular clusters or sheaves of elongated blunt needles’. We have studied such deposits in slides from the kidney of a man with severe, tophaceous gout. The slides were decalcified so calcium crystals were unlikely. The deposits did not dissolve with topical uricase or formalin. They did not appear to be protein-coated since applied protease did not affect their resistance to uricase. They did stain positively with De Galantha’s stain, though this stain for urate crystals is non-
specific, and with the introduction of polarising microscopy, this stain is no longer regularly applied in practice.\(^4^6\) We mention this experience because the long-standing hyperuricaemia and abundant tophi in this man with a long history of repeated gouty arthritis made that diagnosis undeniable. We acknowledge that not all of the crystals we have found may be MSU monohydrate. Urates aside from MSU, including calcium urate, potassium urate and magnesium urate, are known to form within the urinary tract leading to renal calculi\(^3^7\) \(^4^8\) and could be contributing to this other type of crystal seen in renal tophi and other tissues as well. Additionally, urate is a well-known chelator of metal ions such as zinc, copper and iron, and may form salts of metallourate complexes.\(^3^9\) \(^5^0\) It remains unclear whether such complexes might form birefringent crystals, though.

The great majority of the crystals we found in prostates were morphologically identical to those we expect to see in gouty joints. Although none of the prostates we examined were obtained from patients with a recognised history of gout or hyperuricaemia, we believe this may not be accurate. Most of these men were referred to our urologists from outside our hospital system, and the exact prevalence of gout and hyperuricaemia may not have been reflected in the medical record.

We chose to study prostates because they are so often afflicted with chronic inflammation, and we had access to a large repository of prostate tissues. Each specimen was frozen and thus had not seen the formalin fixation that dissolves most tissue urate before the pathologist ever sees the slides. All of these specimens also contained malignant areas, but no control prostates were examined. Our data cannot be taken as indicative of a causal link between crystals and cancer.

A potential mechanism of prostatic crystal deposition could be due to the reflux of urine supersaturated with uric acid. However, the crystal morphology we observed was the classic needle shape of urate, rather than uric acid, which is generally diamond-shaped or barrel-shaped. Irrespective of its source, the presence of so many urate crystals strongly suggests the possibility that some, much or most prostatitis is crystal-driven. Given the highly effective armamentarium with which we now fight gout, the investigational opportunities are obvious as is the hope that such medications may be found of use in the management of this frustrating problem.

Only a small percentage of aortic valves in this study contained birefringent crystals, thus reinforcing the concept that most of the apparently ‘tophaceous’ deposits at this site are calcific. MSU crystals are unlikely to be a significant contributor to aortic valve disease, but the possibility continues to merit consideration in the hyperuricaemic patient with tophi elsewhere.

Over the years, the conception of gout has evolved away from that of a periodic nuisance that sometimes could be damaging. Instead, it is increasingly clear that this is a progressive, systemic disease with a panoply of injurious manifestations throughout the body. We hope that our small pilot study will encourage others to examine the epidemiology of urate deposition as well as the consequences of such deposits throughout the body. Undissociated uric acid, rather than the sodium urate of gouty arthritis, has been recognized as a damage-associated signal,\(^5^1\) \(^5^2\) and there has been debate about whether uric acid is an active or inert participant in tissue injury. In this study, we found that MSU crystals are present in coronary arteries and prostates, suggestive that they may play a role as a trigger for the NALP3 inflammasome pathway, just as they do within the joint. Further studies are warranted to investigate the consequences to MSU crystals within these tissues.
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